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Chapter 1 – Introducing LiveToAir 
 

Thank you for choosing LiveToAir™, the industry’s first and most complete solution for integrating 

remote, web connected guests into professional video productions.   

This document should provide you with a basic understanding of how to install and use LiveToAir 

within your own productions.  

1.1 – Introducing LiveToAir 

 

 LiveToAir provides the most comprehensive and cost-effective way to integrate web-connected 

video guests into your video productions.   

 

 
The LiveToAir system lets you connect up to four remote guests, providing you with full control 

over each guest’s video and audio stream and delivering mix-minus audio feeds for each of the 

guests.  

 

LiveToAir is built using WebRTC – a modern web technology that lets your guests connect right 

from any web browser(except for Internet Explorer), with no installs or registrations required.  To 

bring a guest into your production, all you need is their email address. WebRTC is already built 

into most of the browsers in use today (Chrome, Firefox, and Edge running on PCs, Macs, and 

Android devices, and Safari running on Macs and iOS). 

 

 

 

 

1.1.1 – Software Features 

• A workflow-optimized interface designed for live-production environments 
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• Full monitoring of all video/audio signals 

• Robust video controls: 

▪ Gamma and Contrast adjustments for each guest video stream 

▪ Zoom and Positioning adjustments for each guest video stream 

• Robust audio controls: 

▪ Complete control of audio levels for all Guest, Control Room, and Studio 

connections 

▪ Automated mix-minus audio generated for all guests 

• Ability to select the guests’ video and audio devices 

1.1.2 – Key Video/Audio Features 

• Multiple operating modes: 

▪ Single-Production mode allows four guests to interact in a single production, with a 

common return signal and automated mix-minus 

▪ Multi-Production mode allows up to four individual guest sessions to operate 

simultaneously, each with their own output and return feed 

▪ Floating Output mode allows an operator to connect multiple guest simultaneously, 

and dynamically select which is sent to the studio 

• Up to five NDI™ output streams and four NDI™ input streams 

• SDI Output support (using Blackmagic Decklink hardware) 

▪ Up to four individual HD-SDI feeds outputs – one for each guest video  

▪ A special ‘Quad Video’ feed combining all guest video streams into the quadrants 

of a single HD-SDI feed 

• Fully configurable support for both embedded and analog audio connections. 

• Dante support using Dante Virtual Sound Card 

• Any dropped connections preserve last On-Air frame 
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1.2 – The User Interface 

 

The LiveToAir user interface was designed with live production workflows in mind.  It provides 

reference video monitors for every source running through the system, and a suite of audio and 

video controls provided in an intuitive, easy to access layout. 

 

Here is a detailed diagram of the LiveToAir interface: 

 

 

 

This manual should help you get LiveToAir setup and installed in your video production 

environment and smoothly integrated into your workflow. 
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Chapter 2 – Setup and Installation 
 

LiveToAir is available in a range of bundled hardware platforms, as well as a software-only 

package that you can install on compliant hardware that you can purchase or assemble yourself.  

While there may be physical differences between all of these installations, the configuration of the 

system is consistent between them.  Note: LiveToAir require an nVidia graphics card and 

Windows Operating system. 

 

2.1 – Hardware Components You Need 

 

Operating LiveToAir will require the following: 

• A HD quality webcam (We have certified the Logitech C270, C310, and C920) 

• A USB operator headset with headphones and microphone (We have certified the 

Microsoft Lifechat 3000 and Sennheiser SC-30/60) or any analog headset (we 

recommend the Yamaha CM-500) 

 

Setup will also require the following components: 

• A native 1920x1080 display  

• An RJ45 Cat 6/5e Ethernet cable connected to a gigabit switch for internet access and 

NDI connections 

 

2.1.1 Hardware Requirements 

See Appendix E for the specific hardware requirements of LiveToAir 

  

2.2 – Making Connections 

 

There is no single correct way to hook up your LiveToAir hardware. Each LiveToAir installation 

can have unique HD-SDI and HDMI connection ports or leverage all IP-based connections via 

NewTek’s NDI.  Depending on the types of productions you are planning on doing, LiveToAir can 

be set up in many different ways to maximize the utility of the product. 

Before starting LiveToAir, all computer and Audio/Video connections should be made with your 

external equipment. 

2.2.1 Bundled LiveToAir Solutions: Rear Panel Connections 

If you are using one of our bundled LiveToAir solutions, see Appendix F for rear panel diagrams. 
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2.2.2 Computer and Hardware Connections  

To set up the non-Audio/Video components of your LiveToAir, make sure you are properly grounded, 

and then do the following: 

 

1. Attach the power cable to a properly configured and regulated power outlet.   

2. Attach your Keyboard and Mouse to any USB ports. 

3. Attach the USB operator Webcam to any USB port. 

4. Attach the operator headset / microphone to any USB port, or – if analog – the proper 1/8” 

analog connections on the motherboard. 

5. Attach an RJ-45 Cat 5/6 cable to the gigabit Ethernet port in your system and connect it to 

a quality gigabit Ethernet switch that is internet-routed. 

6. Attach a DVI, HDMI or Display Port cable from your computer to a native 1920x1080 

computer monitor. 

 

With these connections in place, you are now ready to connect LiveToAir into your studio 

infrastructure. 

 

2.2.3 Your Internet Connection 

The quality of video/audio that LiveToAir receives is impacted by the internet bandwidth you have 

available. Based on resolution, each guest connection to LiveToAir can require up to 3.5Mbps of 

bandwidth in each direction.  For a production involving four simultaneous guests, you should plan 

on allocating 15Mbps of your available downstream internet bandwidth to LiveToAir. The video 

being returned from LiveToAir to each remote guest can also be high resolution with the same 

bandwidth demands as their downstream video. However, this return video is typically only used 

as ‘reference video’ that lets the guests interact with the studio, and can be dialed down to lower 

resolutions to conserve upstream bandwidth.   

When calculating your total internet bandwidth requirements, keep in mind all of the other 

production systems placing demands on it, including file transfers and live streams. 

One other thing to keep in mind if you are using NDI is your local bandwidth.  Each 1080p NDI 

stream can use up to 125 Mbs, so if you have 4 guests that would be 500 Mbs in a single 

direction.  Because of this you will want to make sure your internal network is at least 1Gbs. 
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Chapter 3 – Configuring the system 
 

Before using LiveToAir, you need to assign and configure all of the devices and connections you 

will be using in your production.  To launch the Configuration Panel, click on the GEAR Icon   

next to the ‘illuminated’ channel connection status lights near the bottom left.  From there, every 

configurable element of the system can be set up. 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE:  After any configuration changes to LiveToAir 

are made and saved via this new configuration interface, it is 

STRONGLY recommended that LiveToAir be exited and restarted.  This 

is especially important when changes are made to SDI port 

configurations.  Failure to restart LiveToAir in these situations can result 

in abnormal application behavior that could impact productions. 

Attempting to make configuration changes after guests are connected 

is likely to cause the system to freeze entirely and will require a restart 

of LiveToAir in the middle of your production.  Make sure your system is 

fully configured before the start of any production. 

 

 

3.1 LiveToAir Configuration Panel 

 

LiveToAir provides a master Configuration Panel that can be accessed by clicking on the small 

GEAR icon    adjacent to the channel status lights in the lower left side of the interface. 

Clicking on the gear will open a seven-tabbed panel that serves as the hub for configuring all of 

the key aspects of LiveToAir 

 

The configuration tabs available are: 

 

• Login Tab 

• Control Room Devices Tab 

• Studio Devices Tab 

• Guest Inputs Tab 

• Guest Outputs Tab 

• Advanced Tab 

• About Tab 

 

Each is described in detail in the following sections. 
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3.1.1 Login Tab 

 

 

When you received your LiveToAir package, it included your ID and Password for the system.  This 

is a unique key used to identify your system to Gnural Net’s back end infrastructure.  It is used to 

make connections with guests, and to store and retrieve the guest contact details displayed in the 

Contacts Directory in the LiveToAir interface. 

 

You should enter this ID and Password on this screen and click on the LOG IN button to verify that 

your system is successfully connected. If you want your system to log-in automatically in the future, 

just click on the Auto login box: 

 

The Password Show checkbox will toggle whether the entered characters are visible or appear as 

dots.  

 

At the bottom left of the LiveToAir interface you will notice four dots. These are the channel 

connection dots that indicate what state each of the four channels is in respectively. 

 

• Gray means the channel is Logged Out    

• Yellow means the channel is attempting to Log In  

• Green means the channel is Logged In    

• Blue means the channel is connected to a Guest  

• Red means the channel has failed to Log In or has lost connection with the back end 

 
 

If a channel dot is RED you will need to log out and log back in again in order for it to reestablish a 

connection with the back end. 
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3.1.2 Control Room Devices Tab 

 

 

The Control Room Devices tab provides the configuration options for all of the devices that will be 

used by the LiveToAir operator.  It has options for selecting the Webcam, Headset, and Microphone 

they will use, and the video mode and resolution of the returned video: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3.1.3 Studio Devices Tab 

The Studio Devices tab provides the configuration options for how LiveToAir will be used for a given 

production.   It provides options for configuring the following:  

 

• QUAD output – the output for the single feed with four embedded guest video streams 

• Floating output – the output that will carry the video of a guest selected by the operator.  

• Single input – the input for a common return video for guests 

• Return – the resolution of the video returning to the guests 

 

The Camera option is typically a USB attached Webcam that will 

be used to send the operator video to remote guests when they 

are OFF-AIR.  It is also possible to use an NDI or SDI feed as 

the source for operator video. 

 

Speakers and Microphone options will normally be a USB 

attached headset, or an analog headset plugged in to 1/8” analog 

connectors for the microphone and speaker connections found on 

your motherboard.  It is also possible to use an NDI or SDI feed 

as the source for operator audio. 
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• Use Hardware Encoding – Allows you to use your computer’s GPU to encode videos at a    

hard ware level and free up the CPU 

 

 

 

The Quad output can be assigned to any port available in your system (SDI, NDI, or Decklink HDMI).  

This feed will provide ¼ resolution video streams of all connected guests combined as quadrants of 

a single video feed.  The resolution and mode of the Quad video stream can be set here as well and 

doesn’t need to match the resolution of the other feeds in the production.  In addition to a video 

stream, the Quad feed will also send a mix of all of the guests’ audio as a single stereo pair.  The 

outputs for Video and Audio can be assigned separately, allowing for the use of supported USB, 

Dante, or Onboard Analog-connected audio devices. 

 

3.1.4 Guest Inputs Tab 

When LiveToAir is operating in MULTI-PRODUCTION MODE, the Guest Inputs tab is used to 

configure the individual return video and audio ports that will be used for each of the guests.   
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Each of these ports can be uniquely assigned to any appropriate video or audio port available on the 

system. Compatible ports will be displayed in the drop-downs for easy selection.  

 

Since LiveToAir supports USB connected audio devices, it is possible to leverage analog audio 

connections both to and from the studio, allowing a dedicated audio engineer to manage all of the 

sound on a production from an analog console. 

 

Note: If you have selected anything for Single Input you will not be able to assign any sources to the 

Guest Inputs since these are conflicting modes. 

 

 

3.1.5 Guest Outputs Tab 

The Guest Outputs tab allows you to configure ports for sending the video and audio of individual 

guests to the studio.   

 

 

 

Each of these ports can be uniquely assigned to any appropriate video or audio port available on the 

system – including any of the 5 supported NDI outputs - and configured for any supported video 

resolution 

 

Since LiveToAir supports USB connected audio devices, it is possible to leverage analog audio 

connections both to and from the studio, allowing a dedicated Audio Engineer to manage all of the 

sound on a production. 

 

 

 

3.1.6 Advanced Tab 

The Advanced tab provides configuration options for a range of detailed settings on the LiveToAir 

platform.  There are three main sections in the Advanced Tab: 
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Devices – This section provides a way to rename the standard port names in the LiveToAir 

configuration.  Select the device you wish to remain from the pull down menu and enter the desired 

name into the “Display name” text field.  

 

 

 

In the example shown above, you will be changing the name of the webcam “Logitech HD  Pro 

Webcam C920” to “Operator Webcam”.  After this is done, the new name will be displayed in place 

of the original system name.  

 

Using device and port names that are specific to your production environment can help identify them 

more clearly when configuration changes are being made.  The device section also allows you 

disable devices that will not be used in your configurations – reducing visual clutter along with the 

chance of error. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Logging – This section lets you select what information will be logged when the system is running. 

The Logging Section is used when trying to diagnose a problem you are seeing when running 

LiveToAir in your environment.   
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While we have tried to anticipate most technical production situations, it is still possible that there 

are specific environments that can cause LiveToAir to behave in unexpected ways.  Logging allows 

us you turn on the collection of specific system actions to help us better understand what is 

happening, so we can provide a resolution as quickly as possible. 

 

Logging can save significant amounts of information to disk and can impact the performance of 

LiveToAir.  Logging should never be turned on unless directed by a technician from your dealer or 

Gnural Net.  If you are not sure if it is on, simply verify that the “Enable Logging” checkbox is NOT 

selected. 
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Style - This section lets you customize the Color Bars sent by LiveToAir when connecting to other 

devices and move the LiveToAir window around. 

When you click on Style there is a check box that unlocks the LiveToAir window 

 

 

 

 

 

When the Style tab is dropped open the Studio Logo and Guest Logo options are revealed. These are 

used for customizing the color panels and text shown when no feed is being received from a Guest or 

Studio. 

Studio Logo - The Studio Logo tab is used to change what the studio and control room sees when 

there is no input from a guest.  

The “Image file” section may be used to upload an image that will replace the default color panel when 

no input is received from a guest. Likewise, the “Text”, “Text color”, “Background”, “Transparency”, 

“Size”, “Font”, “Pos X”, and “Pos Y” may be used to alter the text shown in front of the color panel. 
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Guest Logo – The Guest Logo tab is used for customizing the image and text seen by the guest 

when the studio is not outputting a signal back to the LiveToAir system. It has the same options as 

the Studio Logo tab. 

 

Metadata – This section allows you to assign a folder where an XML file containing the metadata 

of the connected guests will be written.  This file can then be read by other software to do things 

such as make dynamic lower thirds. 
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3.1.7 About Tab 

The About tab shows the software version details of LiveToAir running on your system and allows 

you to update to newer versions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE:  Never update the software on your 

LiveToAir system right before a production.  Updates 

should be done during down time that will allow you to 

update the system and verify that the new software 

version is working correctly in your environments. 
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3.2 – System Modes: The Three Operational Types 
 

The selections made for Floating Output and Single Input in the Studio Devices tab of the 

Configuration Panel will determine what mode the LiveToAir system will operate in: 

 

3.2.1 Single-Production Mode 

Single input:  When this option is selected, the system will operate in SINGLE PRODUCTION MODE.  

This will identify the audio and video ports that will be used for a common return feed to all of the 

guests.  Automatic Mix-Minus will be engaged, locally creating unique mix-minus audio feeds for 

each of the guests. All Guest Inputs will be set to disabled. 

 

3.2.2 Multi-Production Mode 

If Single input is set to Disabled, the system will operate in MULTI-PRODUCTION MODE.  This mode 

will switch off automatic Mix-Minus, and let you configure each guest channel independently, with 

their own audio/video inputs and outputs.  (these options are set on the GUEST INPUTS and GUEST 

OUTPUTS tabs.) 

 

3.2.3 Floating Output Mode 

Floating output: When this option is selected, the system will switch to FLOATING MODE.  In this 

mode, a single output port will be used to send out the video of one of the connected guests 

selected by the operator. LiveToAir will disable all of the individual guest audio and video outputs, 

and the LiveToAir interface will show a new button in each guest channel to let the operator 

dynamically select which guest’s signal is being sent out the specified floating output port. The 

FLOATING OUTPUT can have its resolution set to match the requirements of the production.   
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Chapter 4 – Tour of the UI 
 

LiveToAir’s interface was designed and optimized for live production workflows.   It provides 

direct monitoring and control of all guest video and audio and provides unique Off-Air/On-Air 

‘Green Room’ capabilities that simplify your communication with your remote guests and 

streamline the prep-work needed to get them ready for your productions.  

 

4.1 – The Big Picture 

 

LiveToAir’s user interface is divided into five main sections: 

 

  

1. The Monitors – These are used to monitor an individual guest, the feed going out to the studio and the 

return video from the studio simultaneously. 

2. Guest Selection – The guest selection panel makes it easy to add a guest to any show.  Click on a 

guest to add them or enter their email to send them an invite. 

3. Individual Guest Channels – The individual guest channels allow for complete independent control over 

each guest’s audio and visual while providing an On-Air/Off-Air control for every guest. 

4. Remote Guest Media Controls – These controls let you select the camera and microphone being used 

on each remote guest’s system. 

5. Master Controls – The Master Control section controls the master audio levels for both the Studio and 

the Control Room.  
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4.2 – Monitors 

 

The LiveToAir user interface was designed with live production workflows in mind.  It provides 

reference video monitors for every source running through the system to provide the operator 

with a convenient way of viewing all feeds both to and from the LiveToAir system. 

 

4.2.1 Guest Preview Monitor 

When a guest connects to LiveToAir, the operator will see their video feed in the individual channel’s 

small video thumbnail window.  If the guest’s channel is selected in the interface, the operator will 

also see a higher resolution video of them in the ‘GUEST PREVIEW’ monitor (in the upper left side of 

the interface in section 1).  

 

4.2.2 Studio Feeds Monitor 

The Studio Feeds Monitor shows all of the video feeds being sent to the studio from LiveToAir. It is 

divided into four quadrants, each corresponding to one of the four guest feeds. Below these 

monitors is the ‘TO STUDIO’ text label. 

 

4.2.3 Studio Return Monitor 

In the monitor on the upper right of the LiveToAir interface, you can see the video feed that is being 

sent back from the studio to any guests connected to this production. This is what guests will see 

when they are On-Air. Below this monitor is the ‘FROM STUDIO’ text label. 

 

 

4.3 – Guest Selection 

 

4.3.1 Email & Contact Invite 

The guest selection panel makes it easy to add a guest to any show.  When guests are already in 

your contacts directory they can simply be searched for using the name and email text boxes. Once 

found, they can be added to the show by clicking on their contact. If they are not already in your 

contacts, you can still send them an invitation email by entering their name and email address at the 

top of the panel.  

The guest selection window allows you to add a contact picture, name, and company to any guest 

not already saved as a contact or edit this information for existing contacts.  

 

4.3.2 Call-In Manager Show 

If you have created a show in Call-In Manager the guests who are in the Studio Queue in Call-In 

Manager are available to connect to in LiveToAir. To access the shows you have created in Call-In 
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Manager click on the Contacts Directory a drop down menu will appear with a list of the shows. 

Once you select a show the list of guests who are in the Call-In Manager Studio Queue will appear. 

Double click on the guest to add them to a channel and then press the 'PICK UP' button that 

appears in the Guest Channel to connect with them. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 – The Individual Guest Channels 

 

LiveToAir’s Guest Channels are the key control point for managing a guest’s connections, video 

and audio during a production. 

 

When a contact is assigned to one of the Guest channels, you will have the option to send them 

an email invitation by pressing INVITE.  If you assigned the contact by mistake, pressing CLEAR 

will remove them from the channel. 

 

4.4.1 On-Air and Off-Air 

When an invited guest connects, you will see their video display in the small windows at the top of 

the channel, along with the resolution and approximate frame rate of the incoming signal. When 

everything is set, you can bring a guest On-Air by pressing the “GO ON AIR” button.  This will 

display a red On-Air indicator next to a new “GO OFF AIR” button. When they have completed their 

part in the production, you can bring them back Off-Air by clicking the ‘GO OFF-AIR’ button.  This 

will disconnect the guest from the Studio and reconnect them to the Control Room and the audio 

from any other Off-Air Guests. 

 

4.4.2 Audio 

Each channel has the ability to control the audio both coming 'FROM' and going 'TO' the guest. The 

'TO' slider controls the levels that guest hears both from the studio as well as the other guests.  To 

make this easier, you can press the SOLO button on a guest’s channel to just hear aud io for that 

one guest. (This will not impact the audio going to the production only what the Operator hears.) 

 This will help with making more detailed level adjustments. While a guest is ON-AIR you can MUTE 

their audio (by pressing the ‘MUTE’ button) or make any other adjustments required. (This WILL 

mute the guest's audio going to the production.) 
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4.4.3 Video 

When a guest channel is selected, the video controls in the interface are automatically assigned to 

that channel, and the operator can make whatever adjustments are needed to optimize the video 

signal. The Video Controls panel includes Zoom, Positioning, Contrast and Gamma adjustments. 

 

4.4.4 Removing Guests 

When an Off-Air guest is no longer required for a production, clicking the ‘DROP’ button will 

disconnect them from LiveToAir.  While dropping a guest will ‘hang-up’ their connection, it will still 

keep their contact information associated with that channel.  You can still easily reconnect with them 

by clicking the ‘INVITE’ button again, sending them a new link to connect with.  Note: If the LiveToAir 

Operator presses drop a new invite will have to be sent to the guest in order for them to connect, 

however if the guest themselves hung up or closed their browser window the original link will still 

work and LiveToAir will wait for them to reconnect. This is in case a guest drops accidentally, either 

by pressing a wrong button or due to internet loss, they can simply click on the same link again and 

get right back in. 

 

To clear the channel for use by another guest, you will need to click ‘CLEAR’. 

 

 

4.5 – Master Controls 

 

LiveToAir provides a set of Master Controls for managing the feeds between the Remote 

Guests, the Control Room, and the Studio.  The key elements of the Master Control section are: 

 

4.5.1 Studio Controls 

Studio Audio Sliders – The Single Input slider sets the level of the return audio coming from the 

Studio.  The Mixed Output slider sets the overall level of the combined audio of the four guests going 

to the Studio on the Quad feed when LiveToAir is in Single Production mode. When LiveToAir is in 

Multi-Production Mode these sliders will change to affect the selected guest. They will change the 

particular audio feed coming from the Studio to the selected guest and the output feed from the 

selected guest back to the Studio. 

 

 

Mute Button - MUTE controls are available for the Studio audio feeds.  When activated, Mute will 

remove the Studio audio from the feed being sent to the remote guests.   

SOLO Button – The Solo button allows the return Studio audio feed to be monitored by the Control 

Room operator in isolation of other audio feeds.  This can be helpful in getting the return levels set 

correctly. 

 

Gear Icon Button   – The GEAR icon button on the bottom left will open the “Studio Devices” tab 

of the Configuration Panel. This provides a convenient shortcut for reconfiguring settings from the 

Master Controls. 
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4.5.2 Control Room 

Control Room Feed Window - This displays the video signal being captured on the Control Room 

webcam.  It shows the video signal that remote guest will see when they are OFF-AIR. 

 

Control Room Audio Sliders – The Mic slider sets the level of the operator’s audio going to the 

remote guests.  The Speakers slider sets the level of the combined audio of the 4 guests and the 

Studio feed going to the operator’s headset or Control Room speakers. 

 

Gear Icon Button   – The GEAR icon button on the bottom right will open the “Control Room 

Devices” tab of the Configuration Panel. This provides a convenient shortcut for reconfiguring 

settings from the Master Controls. 

 

4.5.3 All-On-Air and All-Off-Air 

ALL On-/Off-Air Buttons – These buttons provide an easy way to bring all connected guests On-Air 

or Off-Air together.  This can be a useful shortcut for bringing an entire panel of guests On- and Off-

Air as required by the needs of a production. 
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Chapter 5 – Making the first call 
 

When you start LiveToAir for the first time, you will have no contacts associated with your ID.  

The easiest way to add contacts is to search for them using their email address.  This will let you 

find a contact if they are already in our global directory or add them if they are a new contact.   

This section covers adding and connecting to a contact: 

 

5.1 – Adding Your First Guest 

 

On the bottom left of the LiveToAir interface is the Contacts Directory panel where existing guest 

contacts associated with your account will display.  

 

 

 

Since this is your first time starting the system, your Contacts Directory will be empty. To connect to 

a new guest, just type their email address into the “Enter Guest Email Address” field and press the 

FIND button.  If the person you are looking for is already in our directory, you will see their entry 

displayed in the Search Results area:   
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If the person you are looking to add to your production is not already in our global directory, you will 

see a new entry form displayed with just the email address you entered in the search filled in: 

 

 

 

To add that person to a production and keep their contact details in your Contacts Directory, do the 

following: 

 

▪ Fill in all of the details you want to associate with this contact. You can add their full name, 

their company name, and even upload a headshot or logo to associate with the contact: 
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▪ In the Guest Channel area, select the channel you want to assign that person to.  This can be 

done by clicking on any ‘non-button’ area inside the channel strip.  When selected, a 

channel’s border color will be highlighted.  (In this case, Guest Channel 1 is selected) 

 

 

 

▪ Click the “Add and Invite” button to assign the guest to the selected Guest Channel and add 

them into your contacts directory. 

 

 

 

▪ If this contact will only be used one time, you can click “Invite” to connect with them for just 

this production. If you only want to add this contact to your directory without sending them an 

invitation, click “Add” instead. 

 

▪ This will now add the contact to your Contacts Directory and assign them to the selected 

Guest Channel, in this case, Channel 1: 
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▪ Finally, you will need to invite the guest into your production, as follows 

 

 

   
Click on the INVITE button 

to send an email invitation 

to this guest with a unique 

link to this specific 

production. 

 

The button will change to 

an indicator showing that 

the channel is waiting for 

the guest to respond 

 

When the guest responds by 

clicking on the unique link 

sent in the invitation email, 

they will appear in this 

channel in the OFF-AIR state. 
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5.2 – Changing Guest Devices and Resolution 

 

LiveToAir gives the Operator the ability to change which Webcam, Microphone, and Speakers the 

guest is using to connect with the show as well as the guest's maximum resolution. This can be seen 

in the 'Remote Guest Settings' section. Sometimes the guest will have plugged in a superior external 

webcam or headset but their computer defaults to the in built webcam or microphone. Or a device 

they have connected simply isn't working. Some of these guests may not be the most technologically 

savvy and this allows the LiveToAir Operator to switch it for them. If you click on the device, a drop 

down menu will appear with all available devices that the guest's web browsers sees. If a guest 

attaches a new device it may not appear in the list right away, in which case you can press the 

'REFRESH' button to update the device lists.  

 
  

 

If a guest is very pixelated or freezing up, it could be that their computer is having trouble encoding 

their video or that their internet connection is unreliable. Lowering the guest's resolution can often 

help with these issues. If you click on the resolution a drop down menu will appear with all available 

resolutions for their webcam and browsers. Selecting a resolution will simply set the maximum 

resolution possible. If the guest does not have the bandwidth to support this resolution WebRTC will 

lower the bandwidth in order to maintain frame rate. 
 

5.3 – Dialing-In Guest’s Audio 

 
LiveToAir can also make whatever level adjustments are needed to the audio signals both to and 

from the remote guest: 
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You can press the SOLO button on a guest’s channel if you just want to hear audio for that one 

guest.  This can help with making more detailed level adjustments. 

 

5.4 – Dialing-In Guest’s Video 

 

When a guest connects to LiveToAir, the operator will see their video feed in the channel’s small 

video thumbnail window.  If the guest’s channel is selected in the interface, the operator will also 

see a higher resolution video of them in the ‘GUEST PREVIEW’ monitor (in the upper left side of 

the interface).  

 

When a guest channel is selected, the video controls in the interface are automatically assigned 

to that channel, and the operator can make whatever adjustments are needed to optimize the 

video signal: 

 

 

 

 
There are four main controls associated with video: 

 

▪ GAMMA – This control will adjust the brightness curve of the selected guest channel’s video 

image 
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▪ CONTRAST – This control will adjust the black levels of the selected guest channel’s video 

image 

 

▪ ZOOM – Using zoom, it is possible to change the aspect ratio of an image from 4:3 to 16:9, or 

to better compose a shot by cropping out distracting or unimportant elements around the 

edge of a shot  

 

▪ POSITION – When zoom is applied, position allows the center point of the video to be shifted, 

moving the image around to help get it perfectly framed 

 

 

5.5 – On-Air and Off-Air 

 

When everything is set, you can bring a guest ON-AIR by pressing the “GO ON AIR” button.  This 

will display a red ON-AIR indicator next to a new “GO OFF AIR” button. 

 

While a guest is On-Air you can MUTE their audio (by pressing the ‘MUTE’ button) or make any 

other adjustments required. When they have completed their part in the production, you can bring 

them back Off-Air by clicking the ‘GO OFF-AIR’ button.  This will disconnect the guest from the 

Studio and reconnect them to the Control Room and the audio from any other Off-Air Guests. 

 

Guests can easily be reconnected to the studio by clicking the ‘GO ON-AIR’ button again.  Toggling 

a guest On- and Off-Air can happen as often as required for a production.  When an Off-Air guest is 

no longer required for a production, clicking the ‘DROP’ button will disconnect them from LiveToAir.  

While dropping a guest will ‘hang-up’ their connection, it will still keep their contact information 

associated with that channel.  You can still easily reconnect with them by clicking the ‘INVITE’ button 

again, sending them a new link to connect with. If the LiveToAir Operator presses drop a new invite 

will have to be sent to the guest in order for them to connect, however if the guest themselves hung 

up or closed their browser window the original link will still work and LiveToAir will wait for them to 

reconnect. This is in case a guest drops accidentally, either by pressing a wrong button or do to 

internet loss, they can simply click on the same link again and get right back in. 

 

 

To clear the channel for use by another guest, you will need to click ‘CLEAR’. 
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Chapter 6 – Running A Session 
 

For this overview, we will assume that you have configured LiveToAir to single production mode 

with up to four guests and a common studio return.  If you haven’t restarted LiveToAir since 

making your initial configuration changes, you should do that now. 

 

6.1 – Checking the System 

 
With LiveToAir launched, you should see this interface on the system monitor:  

 

 

 
In the monitor on the upper right of the LiveToAir interface, you can see the video playing that is 

being sent back from the studio to any guests connected to this production. 

 

Any monitors or downstream system connected to the A/V ports on the system will be sent color 

bars from each of the configured channels identifying which guest signal will be coming in on each of 

the connections: 
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6.2 – Invitations 

 

The process of getting On-Air is equally easy for the guest you are inviting into a production.  

There are no special clients or plugins for them to install, and no registration required to connect 

with LiveToAir.   

 

When the LiveToAir operator presses the INVITE button, our back end servers automatically 

generate an email to the guest assigned to that channel.  
 

 

 

 

 

This email will come from ‘invite@gnuralnet.tv’ and have the subject “You are invited!”. The 

message of the email contains a link “Join Show” that allows guests to connect using any 

browser except for Internet Explorer. (On iOS the guest must use Safari) 
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Guests should now  allow access to their device’s camera and microphone when prompted. 

. 
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6.3 – Guest Controls 

 

When the link in the invitation email is opened in one of the supported browsers the guest will 

first see a window asking them to verify their devices. 

 

 

 

  

Once the guest has set up their devices they will be connected directly with the LiveToAir 

operator.  This connection will initially be Off-Air, indicated by the green bar just to the left of the 

return video the guest is now seeing: 

 

 

 

This connection is bi-directional, letting the guest and LiveToAir operator both see and hear 

each other.  This greatly simplifies the workflow for integrating remote talent. The operator and 
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guest can work together to dial-in the best sound and image possible, and to cover any details 

each side will need to be ready for the production.   
 

 

6.3.1 Hang-Up 

Pressing the ‘Disconnect’ button disconnects the guest from a production.  The LiveToAir 

system will receive this disconnect message and remove the guest from the production. 

6.3.2 Mute Mic 

Clicking on the ‘Mute’ button will mute the audio from the guest to the studio.  By default, the 

Mic is switched ON.  Normally, this would be used if a guest needs to cough or sneeze - or even 

compensate for background noise of another kind.   

 

 

 

Note: If the guest does not give permission for callin.studio to use their webcam and  

  microphone they will be presented with this page: 

 

 

The guest will need to go into their browsers settings (or some browsers will let you 

do it from the address bar) and give permission and then refresh the page in order 

to connect.  
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6.4 – On-Air vs Off-Air Details 

 

LiveToAir allows the operator to have complete control over guests’ audio/video feeds to the 

studio, including whether they are On-Air or Off-Air. 

 

6.4.1 Working with Off-Air Guests 

When guests are initially connected, they will be in an Off-Air state. When Off-Air, a guest’s 

video/audio is routed directly to the LiveToAir operator and is not sent up to the studio.  In this state, 

the remote guest will also see and hear the LiveToAir operator from the webcam and headset on the 

console. 

 

If there are multiple guests involved in a production, the LiveToAir operator can interact with all of 

the Off-Air guests simultaneously.  This provides a virtual ‘Green Room’ for the guests, allowing them 

to prep for the show before going On-Air. It provides a way for your director or production manager 

to interact with everyone to discuss what will happen on the show, answer any final questions people 

may have, and have everyone ready when it’s time to go On-Air.  When Off-Air, guests can also hear 

and speak to each other, helping them to gel as a group, and giving them a chance to coordinate 

their approach to the coming show. 

 

6.4.2 Working with On-Air Guests 

Once you have the guest signals dialed in and the guest prepped to participate in the production, 

you can connect them to the studio by clicking the ‘GO ON-AIR’ button.  This will disconnect the 

guest from the control room video/audio and connect them directly with the studio.  When On-Air, 

guests will see the return video signal sent from the studio and hear the studio’s return audio signal - 

combined with a mix-minus audio from all of the other guests that are also On-Air (or the specific 

audio being sent to that guest if LiveToAir is in Multi-Production Mode) .   
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While guests are On-Air, the operator can continue to make video and audio adjustments to their 

signals but should exercise caution when making any significant changes that might impact an 

image on screen.  If the operator needs to speak to an On-Air guest the can press the ‘PTT’ button 

on the bottom right to have the selected guest hear the operator’s microphone.  This will only be 

heard by the selected guest and no one else so the program will not be interrupted. 

 

 

 

When a guest is no longer needed On-Air, they can be switched back into to the Off-Air state. 

Taking a guest Off-Air again does NOT drop their connection.  Guests can be moved between On-

Air and Off-Air as often as required to support your production workflow, without the need to 

reconnect with them. When an On-Air guest is switched back to Off-Air they are immediately 

reconnected with the LiveToAir operator, and a still frame image is sent to the studio as a proxy until 

they go On-Air again.  

 

This brings a lot of flexibility to your workflow. Guests can be taken Off-Air between takes to discuss 

what may need to be changed in a reshoot, or between segments of a longer program when they 

may need to be prepped for what is up next.  Since the guest connection is never dropped, they can 

be brought back On-Air immediately with just a single button press. 
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6.5 – Troubleshooting Issues 

“Bad things happen”. - Everyone 

6.5.1 Dropped Calls 

In the event that a guest connection breaks while they are On-Air, the last frame sent to the studio in 

the video feed for that guest channel will be preserved, allowing the guest to reconnect in the 

background.  LiveToAir will wait for the guest to reconnect.  The remote guest should just refresh the 

page link they received in their invite, and they will connect back to the production. When 

reconnected, click the ‘GO ON-AIR’ button to bring the guest back to the studio smoothly. 

 

6.5.2 Bad Guest Connections 

Ideally guests should connect in an environment that optimizes their internet speed. However, it is 

possible that a guest could join with a slow connection or an unreliable connection.  In that case it 

may be necessary to lower the guest’s resolution coming in under the ‘Remote Guest Settings’ 

section. 

 

       

 
If the video definition is changed to the lowest definition and the guest’s connection is still slow, 

LiveToAir provides the option to eliminate their video feed entirely and work with just audio. This 

option is in the guest webcam selection 
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Note: This can be done while a guest is On-Air or Off-Air.  
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Appendix A – NDI® vs. SDI 
 

NDI® (Network Device Interface) is an open protocol developed by NewTek™ to enable video 

compatible products to share video across a local area network. It is a foundational component 

of a studio architecture where video is transferred easily and efficiently in IP space, streamlining 

the production pipeline and simplifying studio design. 

 

NDI allows multiple video systems to identify and communicate with one another over IP, and to 

encode, transmit and receive many streams of high quality, low latency, frame-accurate video 

and audio in real-time. In addition to supporting standard HD-SDI connections, our LiveToAir 

solutions also fully support NDI for receiving and sending video/audio streams with other 

devices in the studio.  

 

NDI can operate bi-directionally over a local area network, supporting multiple video streams on 

a shared network infrastructure. Each 1080p stream can require up to 125mb of network 

bandwidth, with lower resolutions requiring less.  The protocol also includes tools 

that implement video access rights, grouping, bi-directional metadata and IP commands. 

 

By incorporating support for both HD-SDI and NDI into our LiveToAir product line, Gnural Net 

offers complete flexibility around how you manage video routing in your studio. 
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Appendix B – Optimizing the Guest Side 
 

Connecting via LiveToAir should be a stress free and enjoyable experience for guests.  The best 

way for that to happen is to be sure in advance that everything is set up and running smoothly 

on their side. 

 

B.1 Browser 

LiveToAir connects remote guests into the studio and does not require any client application to be 

installed on their system.  Instead, it uses a special web link opened in any web browser, except for 

Internet Explorer to allow connections from a PC, Mac, or Android device.  On iOS the guest must 

use Safari as their web browser. 

 

Guests using a Mac, PC, iOS, or Android device should be sure to have a recent version of their 

web browser installed on their device to connect directly with LiveToAir. 

 

B.2 Checking Their Internet Connection 

Before the production, guests should check the performance of their internet connection. To deliver 

HD quality video, an upload and download speed of 3.5Mbps would be ideal. For SD video, an 

available upload and download speed of 1MB should suffice. 

To maximize the performance of their Internet connection, they should try to use a hardwired 

network connection instead of a wireless link.  A hardwired connection will typically offer a faster and 

more stable connection than a wireless access point, and should be used when possible.   

Guests should also make sure that there aren’t any other users on the network consuming 

bandwidth at a level that might impact the quality of their connection.   

 

B.3 Audio and Video Equipment 

There are two pieces of audio/video gear needed to have in place to connect clearly with the 

LiveToAir system – a USB webcam, and a USB headset with a microphone: 

 

▪ Webcam – To be sure that the incoming video signal is compatible with studio gear, using 

an HD capable webcam that is compatible with Google Chrome is recommended. Older 

laptops typically have poor webcams, but any computer built in the last five years likely has 

a built-in webcam that is good enough.  For the best quality guest video, we recommend 

using the Logitech C920 webcam for your guests.  It supports full 1080 resolution and 

provides internal processing to accelerate captured video compression and improve 

framerates. 

▪ Headset – A Headset with a mic is ideal for most guests. The microphones built into 

webcams and laptops are typically unacceptable. They pick up too much noise and 

produce audio that is somewhat unusable for broadcasting. 

 

 

B.4 Shutting Down Unnecessary Programs 

When connecting to a production, it is good practice to reboot before starting.  When it starts up 

again, any unnecessary programs that may have started automatically should be closed.  Ideally the 
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only programs running should be the guest’s web browser and the mail program needed to receive 

the link sent by the LiveToAir system. Once this email is received, it should be opened in the web 

browser and the mail program should be closed. 

Everything will perform better if the only application running during the production is the web 

browser used to connect with the LiveToAir system.  (This advice applies to browser tabs too – any 

browser tabs in the web browser that won’t be needed during the production.)   It will free up 

processing power and bandwidth better used for the video and audio. It also removes distractions 

that could take away from time on the program. 

 

B.5 Picking the Right Spot 

When guests are participating in a production remotely, it is important they set up in a place that will 

optimize their appearance – both sonically and visually. 

 

The spot they pick should be quiet.  Having clear audio is critical to creating an engaging 

production, and any distracting background noises should be minimized as much as possible.  If 

using a microphone on a headset, it should be positioned close enough to their mouth to pick up a 

clean sound, but still far enough away to avoid any ‘plosive’ sounds (from saying works with strong 

‘P’ and ‘B’ syllables). 

 

Video images should also be optimized.  Guests should try to position their webcam close to eye 

level – it is a flattering camera angle that helps create a stronger connection with viewers. While 

there may not be an optimal spot available for a guest to set up and participate from, you should 

definitely try to avoid any locations that have:  

 

▪ a window or bright light in the background – backlighting can wash out your video and 

make you look more like a silhouette 

▪ a messy or cluttered background that might prove distracting 

▪ frequent movement in the background.  More motion requires more bandwidth, and 

takes away from your image quality 
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Appendix C – Configuring LiveToAir’s Invitation 
 

You have the ability to edit the HTML that is used by LiveToAir to send invitations to guests that 

will appear on your show.  The file can be found in C:\LTA\Templates\EmailTemplate.html.  That 

file can be edited with any html editor such as Notepad++.  You will then need to save that file one 

floder up in the LTA folder. 
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Appendix D – Our Bundled Solutions: What’s Included? 
 

D.1 LiveToAir NDI 

▪ A high-performance video appliance (4RU) designed for demanding studio environments.    

▪ Video, audio, and network connections available on the rear of the unit, providing easy access 

when mounted in any EIA-standard 19” rack. 

▪ 8-Core/16-Thread CPU 

▪ nVidia Turing-based GPU 

▪ NDI input and output support 

▪ Built-in professional audio Mix-Minus. 

▪ Supports up to 4 live guests. 

▪ A power cord, keyboard and mouse. 

 

D.2 LiveToAir SDI 

▪ A high-performance video appliance (4RU) designed for demanding studio environments.    

▪ Video, audio, and network connections available on the rear of the unit, providing easy access 

when mounted in any EIA-standard 19” rack. 

▪ 8-Core/16-Thread CPU 

▪ nVidia Turing-based GPU 

▪ 5 SDI output ports 

▪ 1 SDI input port 

▪ NDI input and output support 

▪ Built-in professional audio Mix-Minus. 

▪ Supports up to 4 live guests. 

▪ A power cord, keyboard and mouse. 
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Appendix E – System Hardware Requirements 
 

E.1 - LiveToAir Platforms (Minimum) 

▪ Microsoft Windows 10 Home or Pro Edition 

▪ Intel Core i7-4770 Quad-Core Desktop Processor or later 

▪ Active CPU Cooler 

▪ Socket 1150 or newer Motherboard 

▪ NVidia GTX 960 Graphics Card (Used for GPU-based processing) 

▪ A 1920x1080 display 

▪ Dual 4GB DDR3 RAM-1600 (Total 8GB) 

▪ Gigabit Network Interface 

▪ 120GB SSD 

▪ 600W 80 Bronze Rated Power Supply 

 

 

E.2 - LiveToAir Platforms (Ideal) 

▪ Microsoft Windows 10 Pro 

▪ AMD Ryzen 7 3700x 

▪ Active CPU Cooler 

▪ Socket AM4 Motherboard 

▪ NVidia GTX 1660 Super Graphics Card (Used for GPU-based processing) 

▪ A 1920x1080 display  

▪ Dual 4GB DDR4 SDRAM-3600 (Total 8GB) 

▪ Gigabit Network Interface 

▪ 120GB SSD 

▪ 600W 80 Bronze Rated Power Supply 
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E.3 – SDI Hardware Support 

NOTE: We currently only support Blackmagic DeckLink hardware 

▪ Decklink 8K Pro 

▪ Decklink QUAD 

▪ Decklink DUO  

▪ Decklink Mini Monitor 

▪ Decklink Mini Recorder 

We recommend using the Decklink 10.8 drivers from 9/16 – these provide a stable foundation for 

LiveToAir and have been field tested for several years. 

 

E.4 – Airflow and Cooling Considerations 

▪ Case layout should provide room for clear airflow around components 

▪ CPU should have active cooling 

▪ Cases should use both intake and exhaust fans 

▪ PSU fan should align with external vent ports 
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Appendix F – Rear Panel Port Diagrams 
 

Our LiveToAir hardware platforms offer a range of connectivity options that allow you to 

configure your solution for the specific requirements of your studio.  The diagrams shown here 

diagram the various ports on each of our shipping platforms. 

 

F.1 - LiveToAir NDI 
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F.2 - LiveToAir SDI 
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Thank You! 
 

We really appreciate the trust you have placed in us with your purchase of LiveToAir.  We will 

continue to improve and extend our products based on your feedback and suggestions, and will 

respond to any issues you may have as quickly as possible.  

If you have any questions or comments, please don’t hesitate to contact us via phone at 609-

223-2434 or via email at either support@gnural.com. 

 

- The Gnural Net Team 
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